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About This Content

AppGameKit Shader Pack provides a cool set of graphical shader effects you can use in your AppGameKit projects. They work
on all platforms (desktop, mobile and HTML5).

The pack includes all these effects:

Specular

Self Illumination

Wireframe

Fur

Dissolve

Outline

Toon
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X-Ray

See Through

Energy Shield

SSAO (Screen Space Ambient Occlusion)

Water

God Rays

Glass

Colour Grading

Glow

Terrain

Full AppGameKit source code is supplied with a library of files that makes it easy for you to apply any of these shader
individually or combined in any of your projects.

Demo projects are supplied to help you understand how the shaders are setup and applied to 3D objects. You are free to use the
effects in any of your games and apps.

New shaders have just been added (Glass, colour grading and glow). There's also a system that lets you encrypt the shaders for
your final project use.
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Title: AppGameKit - Shader Pack
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Web Publishing
Developer:
Jan Bögemann
Publisher:
The Game Creators
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or better

Processor: Intel Celeron / Athlon Sempron or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 2.0 compatible or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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Pros.

Cheap.

Classic-ish megaman style game play.

Good OST.

Cons.

Uses a dash, the dash is ONLY through double tapping left or right and is needed for a good junk of platforming.

You start with 0 lives (gifted one in tutorial) dying sets you to certain check points, if you use Continue. Rebirth not 100% what
it does but it is a life system. Check points are really far apart compared to the amount of instant death traps in the game.

Says it is mapped for controllers. You can only use D-pad for movement (left right, up and down for ladders) So it really isn't
full controller support.

Overall.

Would be a perfect little jump shoot platformer if you could assign dashing to a button.. This was an interesting adventure game,
albeit short. The story was good, and there's some replay value in it due to character development; basically giving different
answers next time and getting access to different skills.
Good fun for 5 hours.. Add local co-op. Bad graphics and not fun to play. I bough thtis game a couple years ago at, I think, $7 as
a seperate disc that you installed with steam.
I can say I have successfully beaten the game, though I haven't reinstalled or even looked at it since 2012.
Controls are abominable, camera angles WILL get you killed, sensitivity is too high and that can't really be changed, and you
don't really get to customize your character. This game isn't even as good as the rules it's based on, that being 4th ed tabletop
rules.

Not even the "hack and Slash" is fun. Far better choices out there.. Ok, as many others have noted, this game is a direct port of a
mobile game with the micro-transactions ripped out, and it shows. Now, while this isn't in itself a bad thing, there are some
glaring issues. Starting with the item limits, which will be noticeable very quickly out of the gate. The game has a limit of
energy, noted as HW, and this can run down rapidly. (12 per action I believe, 3000 HW max) You can use items you find to
restore it, however, your item limit is small to start out, and this cuts down on other goodies you can hold that you find. You'll
want these HW items, as you lose if you run out. (Wasn'r that curious to find out what price that caries.) Now you can upgrade
your item carry limit, but as other reviews note, it uses a special currency to do so, and regardless of how easy it seems to get, at
first, it quickly becomes evident, you'll be grinding for days to earn more once the lure you in awards, stop coming in a rusj, and
then again, when there aren't many left, and then no extra rewards at all. Oh, and there are so many other things you'll be
spending that special currency on, so the grind will be pushed into your face quite intensely.

This however, isn't the worst of it. If it was, this game wouldn't warrent a bad review, it would just require letting people know,
they'll be sinking in a ton of hours, in what might be, a game with no end.

No, what warrents me telling people that they should avoid this game, unless they can find it on sale and have a dollar to waste,
are the bugs. Now, I only found one, but it comes in two strengths: Annoying, keep hitting the button until it finally exits, and
the "Enjoy closing the game and reload, sucker" version. 1 bug, two different levels of frustration, discovered in the 100
minutes of the game I played before writing this. Part of me is morbidly curious, and wants to see what other bugs and issues I
may encounter. Mixed in with me finding the trouble of requesting a refund for the small price I paid to also be annoying, and
perhaps more trouble than it is worth.

So, yeah, my opinion is not to touch this unless you find it EXTREMELY discounted, and have $1 US that you are willing to
throw away. In which case, it might bring a bit of amusement, or be good as a casual reminder of patience and of gaming cash
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grabs.

I miss the old days of Wizardry.. I played the first one with 4 of my friends and it was a huge meme. This one fixes almost all
the bugs of the first one but the game is only $1 and its to go help childern. I cant see any reasion to guy kill tons of zombies
with a big mg
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servers always off impossible to play. This is not a bad game, but it certainly is underwhelming for people, who played Caesar or
similar games with quite annoying game mechanics. Little to no depth.

The most annoying thing for me was the evolvement of houses. In Caesar you had full control over where evolvement takes
place, since you were the one chosing which goods and services are provided to the neighbourhood. For example, I had whole
quarters dedicated to making wine, pottery, oil and so on. Those quarters were provided with everything they needed to evolve
to some moderate levels and they were happy with it. It would be ridiculous to provide them with all the luxury goods and
services needed to evolve to high class patricians with mansions.

And that is where this game is different: You have basically zero control over evolvement of the houses. They just WILL
evolve. That would not be a problem, if they were not demanding new stuff and if you don't provide them with that riots will
start and they will burn the city down. That is a major flaw for me, since it forces you to basically build a new subcity around
EVERY area you want to expand to and there is no way around it.

There is no way to stop this, let alone build dedicated quarters for certain industries. If you expand it is just building the whole
city again next to the city with some minor exceptions and it gets old very, very soon.

If you have no experience with these games this might be for you. I rather play Caesar again.. This is a pure Asset flip of 
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/87301 which comes with full source code. They didn't even bother
changing the name.
Zonitron uploaded the exact same game under 3 different names before they got banned by Valve.

All you do here is click in the general direction of enemies. Half of your playtime will come from watching the level switch
animations.. Master of Orion done right.. The game doesn't even get past the loading screen for me, which is probably for the
better.. Great character, probably one of ther greatest designs. She's fun to play and it's nice that she comes with her own story,
too.. This game was really fun. I loved everything about it, to be honest.
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